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Imagine extracting your organization’s corporate knowledge from your subject-matter experts directly into an effective training
and communication template that is rolled-out immediately across the organization, across the globe and across time zones.
Your people learn it, remember it, and easily access it when the project needs arise. Forget the days of trainers traveling from
office to office to deliver the same training at every site, or investing time in linear videos, webinars and memos, only for the
knowledge to vanish when it’s needed most.

GeT The Generator

Your Enterprise Knowledge Management Platform

The Generator
An exceptionally effective authoring and publishing tool, The Generator is a cloud-based software that connects subject-matter
experts to a collaborative course building process. The intuitive drag-and-drop user interface is easy to use, not requiring
specialized skill sets in eLearning design and methodology, or courses on how to use the software. Knowledge management no
longer needs to be a complex process. Now anyone can effectively and professionally communicate their proprietary knowledge
through Global eTraining’s proven course templates and scalable platform.
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Out of all the other basic modifying tools we could address in this lecture, the
Rotate tool is perhaps the most unique. Rotating elements in Revit is not quite
the same as in other applications like AutoCAD. Click Let me Try to step
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Click here for a demo video
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through a simple exercise to explore the various ways of rotating content.
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Tips & Tricks

Click here for helpful hints
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The result: highly effective, interactive and mobile eTraining ready for delivery.
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GeT ahead of your competitors by effectively capturing your knowledge and quickly developing it into your own interactive
custom courses. The Generator provides a straightforward knowledge management process to develop effective courses that
embrace all learning styles and make best use of your training dollars.

1. Develop
•
•
•

Intuitive drag-and-drop development interface allows for easy knowledge capture from your subject-matter experts.
Compile your content directly within the online tool. Preview, edit and adjust your course every step of the way.
Maximize engagement with input files for all learning styles: video, audio, text, images, and hands-on exercises.

GeT The Generator

As Easy as 1-2-3

2. Publish
•
•

Publish directly to the Global eTraining technical training platform for your learners to access.
Courses are SCORM-compliant and mobile optimized, ready to access from any device.

3. Deliver
GeT’s extensive experience in training implementation programs means that you can benefit from access to user adoption
and reporting templates to engage and monitor learners.

GeT Support
The Global eTraining support team is here to help! We provide our templates with proven learning outcomes and share our
best practices developed through years of eTraining development experience.

Additional Services
Ask us for more information on how we can assist you to plan your course, generate media files or for a list of available services.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing course outlines and plans
Recording professional audio
Recording video demonstrations
Building interactive activities
Branding your course materials and LMS
Ongoing engagement tools for learners.

Contact Us
Learn skills faster. Retain knowledge longer. Apply to real-world projects better.
Contact us today to talk with an eTraining expert about how the Generator can help you meet your custom training objectives
efficiently, effectively and easily.
1-877-414-0200 | globaletraining.ca | getstarted@globaletraining.ca
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